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About This Release

These release notes contain information about Calabrio ONE Version Update , including minor releases. The release notes include 10.0   2017.9  
information about product features and architectural updates as well as issues in previous versions that were resolved. We strongly recommend
you read the entire document before using this release of Calabrio ONE.

 

Product Features and Enhancements

This release of Calabrio ONE includes the following new features and enhancements.
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CALL RECORDING

There were no major features or enhancements.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

QM Views with Scoping Access to Contacts



The new QM View feature provides a way to filter contacts based on custom metadata. When a QM View is configured, an administrator
selects filtering conditions based on custom metadata values. Contacts are returned if they meet the "any of these" or the "all of these"
conditions. Users can individually be assigned to a view in Application Management. Users can also be assigned in bulk to QM views
through User Import/Export. Once a user is assigned a QM View, the user's scope will be adjusted to only view contacts that meet their QM
View's scoping conditions.

Note: This configuration will replace that user's current group, teams, and associated entities scope when filtering contacts.

Post-Call Surveys with IVR Support

QM now allows the automatic importation of IVR-based post call survey results in formats other than CSV (such as JSON or XML).    

WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT

Scheduling Time Zone

A new type of time zone, the scheduling time zone, has been added to make scheduling agents across multiple time zones easier. The
scheduling time zone eliminates the need to calculate time zone differences or to create multiple work shifts to accommodate agents in
different time zones. Work shifts are now time zone-neutral. This means that a work shift can be configured to start at 8 AM, and when it is
assigned to agents working in different time zones, those agents' shifts will start at 8 AM local time. 

Note that agents still need to have their display time zone configured so they can view their schedules in their local time zone. The
scheduling time zone can be the same as the display time zone, or any other time zone as desired. Both the display time zone and the
scheduling time zone default to the customer's default time zone if not configured.

Messaging Time Zone Enhancements

All types of requests now use the user's local time zone (the user's configured Display Time Zone) instead of the customer's default time
zone. This means that requests that are submitted, viewed, approved, or denied are always displayed in the agent's and approver's local
time zone.

Copy Schedule Activities in Multiple Time Zones

On the Copy Schedule Activities page, the source and target agent schedules are now displayed in the scheduler or analyst's display time
zone (the local time of the person copying schedules). Previously, the Copy Schedule Activities page used the customer's default time zone
. This required schedulers to calculate time zone differences to ensure that they were copying the correct day's schedule for agents in
different time zones. 

My Schedule Display

The My Schedule day and month view now display the local day of the week for agents working in time zones that is different than the
customer's default time zone.   

Forecasting Updates

Forecasting trend options now include expected trend for regular and strategic forecasting. An expected trend is a user-supplied annual
growth percentage and can be negative, zero, or positive percentage. The forecast calculation algorithm has been revised to use linear
rather than exponential trends.

Employee ID for HRMS Integration

The employee ID is a new, optional field on the Users page that can be used to uniquely identify the employee in your HRMS system. It  is
also included in the HRMS import/export files, the Shifts by Agent API and the Schedule Details by Agent and Date API.

Canceled Status for Schedule Trades

Pending schedule trades are now moved automatically to a new "canceled" status if any of the scheduled activities in the pending trade are
edited. This does not apply to approved trades.



Advanced Filter 

You can now filter agents by skill mappings, service queues, teams, and multiskill groups on the Service Queue and Multiskill pages. 

Select All

The following pages now include a Select All check box when selecting items for configuration:

Service Queues
Vacation Types
Service Queue Groups
Multiskill Groups
Exceptions

Metadata Activity Types

Users can now create and manage optional activity metadata values. These values can be used to categorize various activities in agent
schedules, such as lunches, breaks, exceptions, projects, and assignments. They can also be assigned as default values for overtime,
in-service time, and closed-service time for specific service queues or multiskill groups. The Activity Metadata field has also been added to
the Shifts by Agent API and the Schedule Details by Agent and Date API.

ANALYTICS AND REPORTING

Data Explorer Landing Page Usability

The landing page for Data Explorer now shows separate lists for reports and dashboards. These lists can be sorted independently by
column. Also, they can be filtered by author or keyword search.

Data Explorer Supported Languages

Data Explorer now supports displaying its user interface in the following languages:

Dutch (Netherlands)
French
French (Canada)
German
Italian
Polish
Portuguese (Brazil)
Portuguese (Portugal)
Spanish (US)

Word Cloud Visualization

This enhancement adds the ability to visualize speech and text data in a word cloud.

PLATFORM

Employee ID for HRMS Integration

We have added a new, optional field to track a user’s employee ID and uniquely identify the employee in your HRMS system. This field is
configured on the Users page and can be updated in bulk via the User import. It is not required and will show Employee ID's that have
already been stored in Calabrio ONE via the HRMS integration.

User Engagement and Tours

This feature allows you to enable User Engagements and Tours to be deliverd in your tenant. These engagements intelligently provide
how-to videos, additional documentation, and tours to users based on their use of Calabrio ONE. You can turn this feature on and off
through Global Configuration in Application Management.
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WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT

Time Off Allotments Expressed as Hours or FTEs

We have added an option to enter and display time off allotments in hours instead of FTEs. If the display of time off allotments is enabled
for agents, it also controls how they view time off allotments when requesting time off.

 

Install and Upgrade Notes

Scheduling Time Zone

The new scheduling time zone is set to the customer default time zone so that there will be no effect on current work shifts and schedules
when the system is upgraded. If agents are all in the default or customer time zone, there is no need to change this. To use the scheduling
time zone for agents who are in multiple time zones or a time zone that is different than the customer default time zone, update work shifts
and the scheduling time zone at the same time before running schedules.

Architecture Updates

This release of the product includes the following architectural updates:

CALABRIO DATA SERVER

There were no updates in this release.

SMART DESKTOP CLIENT

There were no updates in this release.

PLATFORM

There were no updates in this release.

PUBLIC APIs

There were no updates in this release.

 

Special Notes

There are no special notes pertaining to this release.

 



Resolved Issues
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Issue # Case
#

Product What was fixed?

SAAS-30191 87809 Analytics Analytics Tasks not updating/displaying

SAAS-28604 83521 Platform HTTP error 404 when clicking help icon in Calabrio Cloud.

SAAS-30492 85585 Platform Issues playing back calls

SAAS-28630 85634 Platform Prompted for an Error message ('name' must not be null.) when attempt to license a tenant with Calabrio ONE Suite

SAAS-28852 85806 Platform Shortcut to DCC.exe is created even if initial client activation fails

SAAS-28943 85937 Platform Can't authenticate ACD to Data Server connection using NT user

SAAS-29307 86273 Platform Export users showing wrong value for schedule permission

SAAS-28901 86352 Platform No agent state changes since midnight

SAAS-29113 86415 Platform Exceeding licenses in Cloud

SAAS-29078 86540 Platform SAML Authentication page requires unchecking something in order for save to be enabled

SAAS-29385 86692 Platform Data server does not follow browser proxy rules

SAAS-30641 86692 Platform Data Server does not follow browser proxy rules

SAAS-30500 86898 Platform Login Screen keeps on loading for certain users

SAAS-30391 87083 Platform QM Evaluation Scoring Report includes calibrated contacts

SAAS-30142 87460 Platform All WFM  users given admin rights after upgrade

SAAS-29834 87466 Platform Team dropdown box in user profile grayed out

SAAS-30410 87658 Platform WFM page not loading

SAAS-30065 87692 Platform Disabling user does not save in IE

SAAS-30103 87723 Platform When pulling export of all in agent monitor, we used to get in the CSV file a column for machine name

SAAS-30135 87728 Platform Agents unable to login - Server error received

SAAS-30202 87810 Platform Historical Import fails for one interval

SAAS-30226 87822 Platform Desktop manager slow or fails to load

SAAS-30431 87919 Platform Admin unable to modify users - Receives user not authorized message

SAAS-30612 87998 Platform Historical Data Merge Request Not Running

SAAS-30487 88117 Platform SSO is not working with encrypted assertions using AES128

SAAS-30810 88635 Platform Evaluation Calibration report has no data

SAAS-30958 88862 Platform User import fails

SAAS-29508   Platform Reporting discrepency

SAAS-29874   Platform Changing the displayname with a lower character results with an error message – “tenant with display name already
exists”

SAAS-29311 80748 QM Device association table does not have import or export

SAAS-28371 83852 QM Customer gets error message when saving evaluation

SAAS-29013 83854 QM Silence delay when adjusting playback speed settings

SAAS-29902 83870 QM Evaluation goal assigning a contact for each agent in scope rather than for each goal

SAAS-28582 84817 QM Cannot Select bottom recording when currently viewing a recording

SAAS-28435 85030 QM Agent recordings are not always applied to the correct team

SAAS-28747 85887 QM RTP Logger: Occasionally screen records when call starts, but without audio

SAAS-28772 86141 QM Cannot save configuration in Device Association

SAAS-28987 86227 QM Unusually high CPU usage, also causing server to crash



SAAS-29020 86422 QM Searching for "Time" is performing a search for all days

SAAS-29208 86577 QM Recent Evaluations widget issues

SAAS-29364 86862 QM Virtual Extensions gone from Device Association

SAAS-29393 86904 QM Changing settings in the Contact Queue makes contacts disappear, reappear after page refresh

SAAS-29517 86912 QM Evaluation Averages widget issues

SAAS-29600 86964 QM Evaluation form answer label gives unspecified error

SAAS-29655 86968 QM Evaluation Form Manager Section and Question Order

SAAS-29792 86975 QM Unable to save Device Association table

SAAS-29664 87040 QM User getting merged recordings

SAAS-29595 87129 QM Avaya CDR Streaming incompatible with MC/SC Environment

SAAS-30126 87400 QM Running a Scores All Data report without selecting any agents generates a browser error

SAAS-30700 88444 QM Device registration failing to use updated virtual extension

SAAS-30764 88556 QM Error exporting device list

SAAS-28751   QM Unable to assign virtual extensions

SAAS-29598   QM Avaya CDR Streaming implementation does not handle bad data

SAAS-28728 80507 WFM Occupancy score is incorrect

SAAS-28350 83955 WFM Collections and Collections Spanish call volume

SAAS-28152 83993 WFM Reports not showing up regardless of correct role permissions

SAAS-28683 84505 WFM Two Queues not showing Adherence

SAAS-28477 85070 WFM Exception colors and descriptions not displaying correctly

SAAS-28354 85486 WFM Available reason state not displaying in adherence details section

SAAS-28939 85574 WFM Duration for time off requests are displaying incorrectly in assigned exceptions section

SAAS-28506 85705 WFM Historical call data no longer pulling from Five9

SAAS-28746 85853 WFM HRMS export only generating every other day instead of daily

SAAS-29107 86272 WFM Error: Missing scheduled activity

SAAS-28914 86354 WFM Supervisor unable to see reports

SAAS-29443 86891 WFM Agent Time Distrubutions widget not loading for supervisors

SAAS-29622 87095 WFM Forecast rejecting named distribution data

SAAS-30296 87116 WFM Occupancy over 100%

SAAS-29975 87272 WFM Total Login Time discrepancy

SAAS-30312 87416 WFM Service level objective

SAAS-30043 87459 WFM Data not pushing from ACD to Calabrio

SAAS-29869 87470 WFM Workshift is adding one hour to workshift wen you save it

SAAS-30358 87597 WFM No Adherence data in reporting

SAAS-30675 87631 WFM Main view missing from user profile

SAAS-30305 87909 WFM Disabling user for scheduling and re-running schedule does not remove user

SAAS-30516 88025 WFM Agents Actual not displaying in Coverage Drawer since 6/8/2017

SAAS-30712 88166 WFM WFM allows users to not have a main view, causing issues with inserting activities

SAAS-30640 88370 WFM Advanced filter not working

SAAS-30651 88417 WFM Work Shifts, First Day of Week not working

SAAS-30912 88596 WFM Unable to see who signed up for overtime

SAAS-30836 88710 WFM Schedule request not running for two service queues
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Issue # Case
#

Product What was fixed?

SAAS-32777 90519   Copy Schedule Activities Advanced filter issue

SAAS-32879 89436   WFM Cloud error with the Shift Budget Analysis Request

SAAS-32439 90663 Analytics Desktop Analytics Not Showing In Desktop Analytics Tab When Playing Call

SAAS-32510 90652 QM Calls are not sorting by time by default

SAAS-32529 90512 Platform Selecting more than one group or team is available when the report does not allow more than one group or team to be
run for the report

SAAS-32450 90510 WFM Deactivated agents showing in Assign Exceptions

SAAS-32903 90877   HRMS looking for db.properties on data server

SAAS-32827 91058 Platform Avaya Agent name isn't updated by data server

SAAS-32337 90513 Platform The word "Receive" is misspelled on the Notifications page

SAAS-32432 90580 Analytics Analytics Misplaced Hits

SAAS-32466 90580 Analytics Analytics Misplaced Hits

SAAS-32493 90354 QM Agents Stop Recording in Middle of the Day

SAAS-32162 89998 Platform Screens are not purging after hitting retention

SAAS-32452 88179 WFM Service queue performance widgets displaying incorrect information

SAAS-32372 90110 Migration
Tool

Migration tool fails to calculate number of minutes in a workday with fractional hours

SAAS-28746 85853 WFM HRMS Export only generating every other day instead of daily

SAAS-32750 91017 WFM HRMS File not processed

SAAS-32905 91015 Platform No Agent level from HDS

SAAS-32171   Platform Reporting discrepency

SAAS-32008   WFM Schedule Change & Reminder Notifications Not Functioning as Expected
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